
Ananzi 


An African Tale


Dramatis Personae


Ola - a Nigerian Beggar


Benedict - a suicidal Priest


Monica - a dead Nun


Greta - a woman in mourning


A girl with blue hair


Chango - an African God


Ananzi - a Spider


A.


The Yoruba god Chango is sitting in his beautiful living room. It is very lavishly 

decorated and extremely colorful. He is sitting in front of a big tv screen and 

watches video clips from all over the world. Ananzi the spider is nervously running 

around the room. They have a heated discussion about the web of lies that the 

spider has created according to the king of heaven.


Chango: I have seen only pain, anger and confusion because of the stories you 

tell.
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Ananzi: My king. All my stories have made the human race richer and more 

powerful. Look what the humans have created. They have built cities that reach 

into the sky, they can even fly and they can talk to each other everywhere, from all 

corners of the world. 


Chango : But they are evil and not happy. 


Ananzi :King of Heaven, when they are finally all connected to my web, they will 

speak the truth. Then peace will come and all will be happy. 


Chango  : Good Ananzi, I will believe you one last time. I will once again leave you 

the stories of humankind. But only on one condition: You have to tell me a story 

that makes me cry. 


Ananzi : Nothing easier than that.


Ananzi changes the channel on Changos monitor. A new movie starts.


1.


A glorious Sunrise in Rome. Monuments, Statues of Saints and Gods. The seven 

Hills. Pini di Roma  of Respighi. On the climax of the music, we notice somebody 

lying under some pieces of cardboard. He gets sprayed by a cleaning truck and 

wakes up. Slowly he emerges from under his cover. It is Ola the beggar from 

Nigeria. He slept with sunglasses on and appears to be blind. He stretches and 
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fumbles about checking if his belongings, a small carry on suitcase and a big 

shopping bag with stuff are still there.


2. 


Close by is a fountain. He goes about his morning cleaning ritual, while singing an 

African hymn.


He does a small offering of herbs and bottle caps.


3.


Ola goes to Starbucks and gets his first morning coffee with a trick.


4.


Ola passes a restaurant. They are cleaning the terrace. One of the men gives Ola a 

bag with old bread and some pizza rinds.


5.


Ola sits down at a fence among some guys who are sleeping there. He enjoys the 

sun on his face, eats the stuff he collected and drinks soda from a half-empty 

bottle he just found. Some guy wants to be smart and steal his bag, but Ola feels 

what is going on and defends his food with his stick.


6.


After this hearty breakfast, he rubs his belly and wanders through the streets 

holding out his hand to the people  he hears walking by.
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7.


On a square in front of a church, Ola sits down , gets out a paper cup and wants to 

go about his business.  It seems that he has invaded the territory of some 

Romanian women. They attack him and drive him off the square.


8. 


Benedict the priest has his frock wrapped around his loin. On his naked chest, he 

wears a golden cross. On his back, he carries a big wooden cross.


9.


Ola is in Termini Railway station. He charges.his phone. He listens to his free 

babble account : German for beginners.  He mumbles along with the lesson and 

tries to understand what they are saying. Suddenly he gets a WhatsApp call. It is 

his brother from Germany. The brother tells Ola to be patient. He is still working on 

the future.


10.


Ola goes to work his oracle in front of the Colosseum.  The police chase him away.


11. 


Benedict carries his cross through the town. Ola walks by  They almost run into 

each other.
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12.


Ola goes to the embankment of the Tiber near Castel San Angelo. He takes a 

dump in the bushes and sits down with some Fishermen. They pull an 

unappetizing fish out of the river and give it to Ola as a present.


13.


 Ola prepares his fish on a little fire. He is careful not to produce too much smoke. 


14. 


Ola makes a little altar with some stones and offers a part of his fish to the gods, 

From the rest,


he eats some. The leftovers he wraps up carefully and takes them with him..


15.


The night is falling and Ola is leaving the embankment.


16.


As he comes up the stairs leading to the bridge of San Angelo we see Benedict the 

priest standing on the railing of the bridge.


17.


Benedict is cursing God in the most blasphemous manner. He is almost naked and 

has his self-made cross on his back. Ola hears him and comes closer. He tries to 

understand what the man is raving about.  Benedict notices Ola and gets ready to 
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jump off the bridge. Ola has seen his intention and tells him to hold it. Benedict 

appears to not have the courage to jump and beckons Ola to push him. Ola 

understands but has no intention to do so. Benedict has a golden cross on his 

chest. He takes it off and holds it out to Ola. “ Take the cross and push me!“ But 

Ola pulls him from the railing. Benedict sees the apparition of the nun Monica with 

a noose around her  neck and has a seizure. He runs away while he waves his 

arms and shouts like a madman.


18.


Benedict runs onto Saint Peters Square. A lightning bolt hits the obelisk  and God 

speaks to him: “Convert the savage and I will have mercy on your soul!“  Benedict 

faints.


19.


Benedict comes around. Ola stands over him. He has the remains of the wooden 

cross in his hand. He wants the golden cross from Benedict as a reward for saving 

his life. Benedict puts on his clothes and hat. He is a man of the church. Ola is 

upset by the notion that Benedict is a priest. He wants to forget about the whole 

business and walks away but Benedict is now on his trail.


20.


Ola walks into a side street and disappears from sight. Benedict looks around for 

him and calls him. He walks up the side street. Ola steps out from a doorway and 

confronts Benedict. The priest says to the beggar: “ I want to be your servant“.
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21.


Ola does not want to hear any of it. He walks away but Benedict keeps following 

him. Ola tries to shake him off. A chase ensues through the streets of Rome, but 

whatever Ola does, he cannot get rid of the crazy priest.


22.


Ola goes into the Metro. He runs through the tunnels: to no avail. He cannot shake 

off the priest. With the old subway trick of jumping off as the doors close he finally 

escapes the holy man.


23.


Back on the surface, he takes a rest. He sits in the doorway of a shop and is 

chased away.


24.


Ola is ready to settle down for the night. He is still somewhat shaken up. He makes 

his offering to his gods by presenting the rest of the fish, sings a hymn and tries to 

go to sleep. He wakes up from some noise. He sees the priest eating from the fish. 

The priest offers again to be Ola’s servant.


Ola turns around. He wants to sleep. Tomorrow he has some work to do. “Just get 

lost.“ he tells the priest.
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25.


Ola has woken up. He does his morning ritual. Benedict is awake and observing 

him. Ola acts as if the priest does not exist. When he has finished with his ritual he 

turns around to the priest and tells him that he has changed his mind, He can be 

his servant if he wants to. But then he has to carry his stuff. Benedict agrees and 

they start on their way into the city. Benedict tells Ola to hold it. He falls on his 

knees in front of a religious effigy and prays. Ola stands next to him and an 

onlooker might think he is asking the priest for alms. Another priest comes along, 

sees it and tells Ola to get out of there and not to harass the holy man.


26.


Ola puts his Oracle plate on the ground at the Spanish Stairs. He starts to drum to 

attract people. Benedict stands close by. An American girl comes over. She looks 

at the priest. He makes a sign that it is alright. Ola agrees on a price with the girl. 

He throws his seashells on the plate, picks them up, makes a mark in the sand on 

the bottom of the plate and repeats this a couple of times. Then he tells her to ask 

her question. She tells him that she is in love with a priest. What should she do? 

Benedict is shocked to hear that and moves away. Ola repeats his business with 

the shells. He mumbles, gets some leaves and roots out of his basket and puts 

them in a plastic bag and hands it over to the girl. “Go with the priest. And throw 

this bag over a wall.“ Meanwhile, Benedict has started to explain the Trinita del 

Monte to a group of Tourists. Two carabinieri observe how Ola gets money from 

the girl. They come over and ask him for his papers. Benedict steps in and saves 
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Ola by convincing them that the man is under his priestly protection. The 

carabinieri make out a paper and take the money he got from the girl. Benedict 

blesses the carabinieri and they leave.


26a


Benedict takes Ola into the catacombs to scare him. Without much result.


27.


Ola goes to a place where some immigrants stand in a line to get work. Ola 

promises them to make a little money ritual so they will get the job. Three of them 

give him a small coin and he starts to perform his magic. Ola buys a bag of chips 

and a soda for the money. He offers to share with Benedict who refuses. They sit 

and observe the line. The three guys who have paid Ola get a job. They get a 

paper from the employer and walk over to Ola and Benedict. They high five with 

the priest and then with Ola. Benedict is offended and angry. At Ola , at himself 

and God. He walks away. without saying a word. 


28.


Benedict walks down the street and goes into a church. He goes up to the 

confession chair and starts to explain his dilemma. He confesses his mortal sin to 

have raped a nun who hung herself when she became pregnant. God has 

promised to forgive him when he will convert a savage from Africa to the true faith. 

He is afraid to lose his own faith because the heathen is stronger than the word of 
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god. How do ideal with the savage? He can hardly hear the advice but he makes 

out three words that a voice hisses to him: whip, love pray.


Benedict is blessed and leaves. At the exit, he sees a stall with bibles and picks a 

German edition. 


29.


Outside Ola waits for him. Benedict forgets his role as servant and commands Ola 

to come after him.


30.


Ola and Benedict at a monument in a park. They sit by a tiny fire and Benedict is 

teaching the Our Father in German. Ola is more interested in the Ritual than in 

words. The priest shows him how to pray. Ola is doing really well and to top it  off 

Benedict invites him to a good night prayer. When he speaks the word Amen all 

the lights in the neighborhood go out through magic.


31.


Ola and Benedict in St Peter. Benedict explains Ola the basics but Ola tries to get 

in contact with his brother on the phone. Benedict gets angry but contains himself. 

He suggests that Ola must be hungry and they should pray for food. Benedict sees 

the nun Monica with the noose around her neck on a pedestal through his folded 

hands. The statue moves. Benedict loses his mind and runs out of Saint Peters.


32.
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Benedict goes to a bar to calm down with a couple of stiff drinks.


33.


Ola walks down the street and sees all the marvels in the shops and restaurants. 

Benedict is waiting for Ola on the doorsteps of a star restaurant. and invites him to 

come in.


He tells him to pray for food. Ola tries and right away the most marvelous dishes 

appear. Ola eats like a savage and drinks like a savage. Benedict on the other 

hand is on a gourmet trip,. They party.  Benedict goes to the men's room. The 

dessert cart and the cheese cart come rolling in. Ola gets suspicious and when the 

waiter comes with the bill he gets really nervous. In the background we see the 

priest paying with a credit card. Benedict comes back to the table. He says that 

everything has been taken care of. He blesses the personal and leaves with Ola. A 

little tipsy they walk down the street. They sing: Ich bin wie Du.


34.


Ola and Benedict at the place where the asylum seekers queue up for work. Ola 

and Benedict get into line. Ola has dropped his blind mans act. Benedict is called 

into the office first and comes out beaming. He triumphantly holds a roll of posters 

and a bucket of glue. They walk off happily when the office door opens again and 

the employer runs out. “You know you need a scooter for this job!“ Ola is totally 

worried but Benedict shrugs it off. 
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35.


At night Ola has his moment of doubt. He starts an offering to his African gods. 

Benedict gets angry and kicks it aside. He thunders at Ola that he must not lose 

his faith in the almighty.  Ola falters and sags on his knees and wails the Hallelujah 

he has learned from the priest. People in the neighborhood wake up and scream 

that they should shut the hell up.


36. 


As the two wake up, a beautiful scooter stands in a ray of the first daylight.


37


They spend the day gluing posters of Matteo Salvini over the whole town. ( Laurel 

and Hardy)


38


After the work, they crash out at a park. Ola tries to reach his brother and Benedict 

goes to clean his frock. Lights, dogs. The carabinieri. They speak through a 

megaphone. Benedict is startled and falls into the fountain. He gets up dripping 
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wet and shouts at the police that he is just in the middle of saving a lost soul. If 

they can take responsibility in front of God to interfere with that,   they should go 

right ahead. Roaring laughter and some insults follow through the megaphone. 

Flashing lights. An infernal noise of police sirens and they are gone.


39


Meanwhile, Ola has tried to get away on the sputtering scooter and was ready to 

turn himself in. Benedict comes over and calms the shaking bundle of nerves. He 

puts his arms around him and they both pray our father.


B.


Ananzi and Chango have an emergency meeting in heaven. “Sir, we are losing your 

son to the white god. You will have to make your authority felt.


Title : Next Evening.


40.


Ola and Benedict have finished gluing Posters. They are both totally exhausted. 

Ola is so out of it that he falls off the scooter. Benedict decides that this is 

inhumane. They are accidentally just in front of a Five Star Hotel. The porter 

appears, takes their stuff and carries it inside. Benedict is somewhat confused but 

goes with it. Ola runs after his bags. The black valet park guy has looked at the 

situation in amazement, parks the scooter and starts to clean it.


41.
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In a big luxurious hotel room. Ola lies in the bathtub sipping a drink and listening to 

German Schlagers. Benedict for his part is watching a mass on tv. He hears a 

knock. He goes and opens the door. Nothing. Again knocking. He looks. Nobody. 

He stands ready behind the door to catch the knocker. It knocks. He yanks the 

door open. Nobody. Now he hears the knock coming from the closet. He tiptoes to 

the closet and suddenly pulls the door open. The nun with the noose around her 

neck. He throws a tantrum, runs to the bathroom and jumps into the bathtub to 

hide behind Ola. He screams. Ola jumps out of the tub and tries to calm him down. 

Outside two security people of the hotel knock on the door. No response. They 

open the door with a master key. Ola has put on Benedicts frock and explains that 

Benedict is sick and he is praying for him.The security people mumble an excuse 

and close the door.


42.


Benedict and Ola are both snoring in bed. Ola’s cellphone goes off. He wakes up. 

No reception. He sneaks out of the room and goes to the garden. In the center of 

the garden is a fountain with a Neptune statue. Still no reception. Suddenly a loud 

thunder makes the ground shake. The statue changes into the Avatar of Chango. 

Chango accuses Ola of having betrayed his  African gods. “Why would you pray to 

the white god if I can provide you with everything you need.“


“Convert the white impostor to the faith of your ancestors or you will perish like a 

dog.“
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Ola does not dare to look up at Chango or talk back. “What do you want from me, 

my son?“


Ola answers: “A passport and a ticket to Germany.“ 


“ You don*t deserve,it. But convert the false priest.   Then we may grant your 

wish.“


43.


Next day at work. Ola glues, Benedict watches a pretty girl with blue hair. She asks 

him about the scooter. Benedict gets excited and starts a conversation with her. 

He lets her sit on the scooter and explains how it works. The girl starts the scooter 

and then takes off all over a sudden.


Benedict manages to get hold of her purse and rips it off her shoulder. The girl 

disappears on the scooter. Benedict. opens the purse. Amongst the typical content 

of a ladies bag, there are a couple of business cards with the girl’s picture and an 

address.. Benedict concludes that she must work as a streetwalker. He puts the 

cards away quickly.


Ola is raving mad at Benedict. He comes up to him and takes the role of posters 

and starts to hit him.


Benedict defends himself with the glue brush. He shouts at Ola to calm down. 

Nothing to worry because he knows how to find the girl with God's help.


44.


Benedict leads them to the Campo dei Fiori. They see the girl with the blue hair 

standing on a street corner. A man talks to her but continues on his way. She 
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leaves her spot and goes down the street. The couple tries to sneak up on her but 

loses her as she walks into a big department store. 


45.


Ola and Benedict reave havoc on their search through the department store. 

Finally, they see the girl leave the store. She goes around the corner and 

disappears in the entrance of an old apartment building. 


46.


In the courtyard Benedict and Ola see themselves confronted with the girl and 

some heavy looking African boys in tank tops and hoodies.  The girl claims that the 

duo has followed her and have tried to molest her.  The gang moves in on Ola and 

Benedict and they decide to retreat rather quickly


47. 


They sit on the sidewalk and are not sure how to proceed. ( The shot reminds us of 

father and son sitting on the sidewalk from the movie Bicycle Thieves. Ola cheers 

Benedict up. But now we are going to do it my way.


48


Ola and Benedict celebrate an African ritual in the park
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49.


The next day Ola and Benedict continue to work on their posters. Ola is full of 

energy and whips the depressed looking Benedict forward. Suddenly we see the 

girl on their scooter. In a glimpse, we catch that Ananzi the spider is sitting on the 

back seat. The girl excuses herself for having borrowed the scooter, gives them 

both a kiss and disappears. But Benedict is now totally depressed by his failing 

and just walks away down the street. Ola comes after him. He pulls him into a 

church.


50.


Ola proposes to cheat the gods and is prepared to help Benedict out.  As it 

happens there is a painting of John the Baptist baptizing Jesus in the church. Life 

comes back to Benedict. “Will you really do that for me?“ He explains the ritual to 

Ola. Ola agrees with everything, but Benedict has to stop short of putting Ola 

completely under water. Benedict is delighted. He wants to embrace Ola who is 

still a little apprehensive. Then Benedict falls on his knees and rejoices.


51. 


The river Tiber. Ola and Benedict are getting ready for the ritual. Benedict takes 

some stuff from his pockets, makes a little bundle and leaves it on the 

embankment. Ola is in his underpants and gets slowly in the water. He reminds 

Benedict: “ No head under the water and remember I can’t swim!“ Benedict gets 
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into the river and starts the baptism. As he gets nearer to the resolution of his 

problem he gets carried away and cannot resist pushing Ola’s head under the 

water. Ola gags and struggles. He pushes the priest away. Benedict loses his 

balance and falls into the river. He can't get back on his feet and the frock makes 

swimming impossible. So he is carried away by the river. He holds up his cross 

which slowly disappears in the waters. Ola is jumping helplessly around on the 

riverbank but knows there is nothing he can do. He is unaware that Monica the 

dead nun is watching everything. He slowly gets into his clothes. He picks up 

Benedict’s little bundle and looks at the legacy of the priest. He finds the business 

card of the girl with the blue hair and a credit card from the Banco Ambrosiano.


52.


Ola is driving through town on the scooter, glueing Salvini posters. He stops and 

takes a break.


He gets a call on his smartphone. A picture of his brother appears so the call must 

be from him.


But it is not his brother's voice. It is a woman who tells him that his brother is 

coming down to Rome in order to meet him. “He will meet you on the beach in 

Ostia tomorrow afternoon. He is already on his way..“


53.


Ola gets on the beautiful, graffiti-covered train to Ostia.
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54. 


Ola walks over to the beach and sits down in the sand to wait for his brother. All 

kinds of people walk by. Once he has the impression that it must be his brother, 

but he is disappointed. Without him noticing, a pretty blond woman with a big 

satchel has walked up to him from behind. He is startled when she speaks to him.


“Hi, you must be Ola Tunji ?“


 He jumps on his feet


“I am Greta.“


They shake hands. He notices that she is all dressed in black. 


“I’m your  brother’s social worker.


With a shaking voice, she tells Ola that she has come to tell him that his brother 

has died. 


They say nothing for a long time.


“ I brought your brother’s ashes.“


Ola stands there dumbfounded and looks out over the sea. He is fighting against 

his tears but he is a man. He walks to the water and wets his face. 


After a while, he comes back and is cool.


We see the pair talking from a distance without hearing what they say. At a certain 

point, she gives Ola the satchel. He pulls out an urn and holds it motionless for 

some time. Then they walk into the surf and strew out the ashes.


When they have finished Ola takes the urn and tosses it far out into the Ocean. 

They stand still for some time.
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B.


Chango in his colorful residence. He watches the scene on his tv screen and loves 

it.


On his heavenly monitor:


Ola and Greta have come to a little bar at the beach and sit down to take a drink. 

The Avatar of Chango himself is there mixing cocktails. Greta pulls out a little 

pouch and gives it to Ola. He opens it. Photographs, Papers, some money a 

German drivers license and a Passport. Chango pushes two cocktails to the pair 

and says: “This one is on me.“


Greta shows Ola her pictures on the smartphone. They laugh and cry.


In the background, Benedict has come out of the water in a swimsuit. He holds 

hands with Monica who shakes her red hair loose. Frolicking they run over the 

beach and pass the Beach Bar. Ola has noticed them and can’ t believe his eyes. It 

is Benedict! Just as Benedict passes him he smiles at him and makes a little 

African dance move. Ola smiles back and makes a little cross sign.


The sun goes down over Ostia.


C.


Chango notices that a tear is rolling down his cheek. He wants to wipe it off 

secretively.  But Ananzi him. She points out the teardrop


“So I can keep the stories?“


The End
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